Dirt Water Pump

GE-DP 5220 LL ECO
Item No.: 4170780
Ident No.: 21030
Bar Code: 4006825598780
The 2in1 combined pump GE-DP 5220 LL ECO is a robust and reliable aid for the quick drainage of ponds, building pits or flooded cellars, and can be
used for clear or waste water with up to 2 cm particle size. With its power consumption of just 520 Watt, this powerful submersible pump delivers up to
13,500 litres of water per hour and thereby convinces by its optimum energy efficiency. Quick adjustment of the required pump settings can be reached
by means of its patented function- and suction level control. The extremely robust pump housing with high-quality mechanical seal (ceramic/rubber)
resists even heavy drainage works reliably, and grants a long service life.

Features & Benefits
- 2in1 combined pump - clear and dirty water with one item
- Clear water: low level submersible up to 1mm residual water level
- Dirty water: up to 20 mm of particle size in coarse water
- Starting of pump from water level of 10 mm already possible
- Patented suction level control by easy rotational motion
- Infinitely height-adjustable float switch
- High-quality mech. seal (ceramic/rubber) for a long service life
- Ergonomic carrying handle with integrated lifting eye
- Easily reachable hose connection on the pump's topside
- Hose connection approx. 47.8 mm (G 1 1/2) AG
- Universal adapter for 25/32 mm hoses as well as 33.3 mm (G 1)
- Automatic mode for requested water level (float switch)
- Overload switch
- Housing made of impact-resistant plastic
- ECO-Power: higher delivery rate, lower power consumption

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Max. delivery capacity
- Max. delivery height
- Max. immersion depth
- Max. water temperature
- Max. size of foreign particles
- Hose connection
- Power cord

230 V | 50 Hz
520 W
13500 L/h
7.5 m
7m
35 °C
20 mm
47,8mm (G11/2 AG)
10 m | H05RN-F

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

5.49 kg
6.41 kg
240 x 240 x 380 mm
3 Pieces
19.85 kg
750 x 270 x 420 mm
885 | 1845 | 2214

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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